ABSTRACT A total of 2097 photometric observations in the system are presented for 117 Cepheids located BV I c in the southern hemisphere. The main purpose of the photometry is to provide new epochs of maximum brightness for studying Cepheid period changes, as well as to establish current light elements for the Cepheids.
INTRODUCTION
Regular photometric monitoring of Cepheid variables is important for a number of reasons. The complete phase coverage of Cepheid light curves observed over many cycles is essential for establishing reliable mean magnitudes and colors for individual objects, while seasonal checks on the phasing of their light variations allow one to detect regular changes in pulsation period (e.g., Berdnikov 1994 ; Berdnikov & Pastukhova 1994a , 1994b , 1995 Berdnikov et al. 1997a Berdnikov et al. , 1997b . Regular monitoring is also crucial for detecting irregular changes in Cepheid light curves as well as for correctly phasing the brightness changes with radial velocity variations in the same objects, an essential Ðrst step in Baade-Wesselink studies of Cepheids. Excellent compilations of data related to all such studies have been provided previously by Szabados (1977 Szabados ( , 1980 Szabados ( , 1981 Szabados ( , 1989 Szabados ( , 1991 and others.
Since Cepheids are evolving through the instability strip in the H-R diagram, one expects their pulsation periods to change in regular fashion as a consequence of their changing mean radii. Stars evolving toward the cool side of the H-R diagram at nearly constant luminosity are slowly increasing in size and should exhibit increasing pulsation periods. Stars evolving toward the hot side of the H-R diagram at nearly constant luminosity are slowly decreasing in size and should exhibit decreasing pulsation periods. Both expectations are conÐrmed by the observed rates of period change in Cepheid pulsation periods (e.g., Turner 1998 ; Turner et al. 1999 ; Turner et al. 2001) , which prove to be very closely matched to the results expected from stellar evolutionary models. Superposed on such regular long-term changes are other e †ects, which include light travel time di †erences resulting from orbital motion about companions (see, e.g., Szabados 1977 Szabados , 1980 Szabados , 1981 Szabados , 1989 as well as random Ñuctuations in period Turner et al. 2001 ). The latter phenomenon is well documented in cooler classes of pulsating stars (Eddington & Plakidis 1929 ; Percy et al. 1997 ; Percy & Hale 1998 ; Percy & Colivas 1999) but is relatively unstudied in Cepheids themselves (see Turner et al. 2001) .
A proper study of Cepheid period variations requires a sufficiently long baseline of observations with reasonably thorough temporal coverage in order to sort out clearly the various factors that a †ect period variations in the stars. Evolutionary e †ects generally produce a slow but regular increase or decrease in period that is most easily detected in those stars where evolution is occurring rapidly (such as at long pulsation periods or for Ðrst crossings of the instability strip). Light travel time e †ects are normally difficult to establish within the standard constraints associated with observational scatter but can be detected in data sets of sufficiently good quality. Random Ñuctuations in period, on the other hand, can produce very obvious e †ects on Cepheid O[C diagrams (Turner et al. 1999 ; , which plot the di †erences between Observed and Computed times of light maximum from a linear ephemeris. To parameterize such e †ects properly requires the monitoring of Cepheid light variations on a fairly regular basis.
Up until a few years ago, Milky Way Cepheids were objects of moderately regular photometric observation. There was some bias toward the northern hemisphere sample at the expense of southern hemisphere objects, engendered by the concentration of photometric observing facilities in the northern hemisphere. That situation has since changed, primarily as a consequence of shifts in observing priorities at world observatories. For the last 5 or 6 years the main contribution toward regular monitoring of Cepheid variables in the Milky Way has come from programs of observation by the present authors (Berdnikov & Vozyakova 1995 ; Berdnikov & Turner 1995a , 1995b , 1998a , 1998b , 2000a , 2000b . In previous papers we provided large databases of observations obtained from photoelectric monitoring of southern hemisphere Cepheids, for which the temporal baseline is less complete than for their northern hemisphere kin. In this paper we add to that database with photoelectric observations obtained during 2001 February and March.
OBSERVATIONAL DATA
All observations presented here were made at Siding Spring Observatory, Australia, between 2001 February 2 and March 4. The data were obtained using the observatoryÏs 24 inch reÑector in combination with a photometer designated as the "" Motorized Filter Box ÏÏ unit, a single channel instrument with a computer-controlled Ðlter wheel. The photometer is a cooled unit containing a Hamamatsu GaAs photomultiplier tube that was used with Ðlters BV I c chosen to match the Kron-Cousins photometric system (Cousins 1976) . To allow for nonlinearity in the recording system, the following formula was used :
where N@ and N correspond to the recorded and true number of pulses received from the star per unit time interval, and d is dead time of the instrument, which in our case was 25 ns. Measurements of a number of Bright Star Catalogue stars up to magnitude 4 in V indicate that equation (1) is reasonably good in this magnitude range. At the beginning of each night we measured the atmospheric extinction using a selection of photometric standards from the E regions (Menzies et al. 1989) , namely stars numbered E130, E146, E229, E252, E388, E393, E429, E496, E577, E584, E633, E651, E739, and E746. The color extinction coefficients were taken to be 
Mean transformation coefficients of m V \ 0.057^0.001, and were m B~V \ 0.983^0.001, m V~Ic \ 1.068^0.001 determined from observations made on the best nights. They were used to deÐne the zero points in V , B[V , and each one of 1.5 hours of every night from obser-V [I c vations of the same standards using relations (2).
The photometric standards and bright Cepheids were observed through a 30A aperture, while the rest of the stars were observed through a 15A aperture. Since some of the stars are very bright, a metal Ðlm neutral density Ðlter (Oriel 50550) was placed in front of the Ðlter wheel to reduce the brightness of those stars.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We obtained a total of 2097 observations for 117 Cepheids during the course of the observing run. The data are summarized in Table 1 and are plotted in Figures 1È16 , where the phases were calculated using current elements for the Cepheids from Berdnikov & Caldwell (2001) . The exceptions are the four Cepheids listed in Table 2 , for which the elements were newly calculated for the present paper.
The observational uncertainties in the data are close tô 0.01 mag in all bands. The large scatter in the data points for the light curves of Y Car (Fig. 2) , GZ Car (Fig. 4) , UZ Cen (Fig. 5) , BK Cen (Fig. 6 ), VX Pup (Fig. 10 ), U TrA (Fig.  14) , and AP Vel (Fig. 15) can be explained by the bimodality of those Cepheids, which exhibit pulsation in more than one mode simultaneously.
It is our intent to use the data tabulated here as part of more detailed future studies of the period changes in southern hemisphere Cepheids. Such data serve many purposes, however, so they are published here for the use of other researchers. 
